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ABSTRACT

Background: Although acupuncture-needle manipulation is an important component of acupuncture therapy, little information is currently available on whether or not specific types of needle manipulation produce different effects on the body. Bidirectional (back-and-forth) rotation is one of the most common forms of needle manipulation used in acupuncture practice.

Objectives: In this study, we hypothesized that bidirectional acupuncture needle rotation causes dose-dependent active cytoskeletal remodeling in connective tissue fibroblasts similar to that previously demonstrated with unidirectional rotation.

Interventions: Subcutaneous tissue explants from 18 mice were randomized to varying amounts of bidirectional rotation cycles (8–64) and rotation–cycle amplitude (180°–720°) ex vivo for 30 minutes, followed by tissue fixation, confocal microscopy, and measurement of fibroblast cell body cross-sectional area.

Results: As with unidirectional rotation, fibroblasts responded to bidirectional rotation with extensive cell spreading and lamellipodia formation. Bidirectional needle rotation had a significant overall effect on fibroblast cell body cross sectional area (analysis of variance, \( p < 0.001 \)). The cellular response to bidirectional rotation was nonmonotonic with maximal responses occurring within specific stimulus windows with regard to cycle amplitude and cycle number.

Conclusions: These findings demonstrate that subtle differences in acupuncture-needle manipulation techniques can affect cellular responses in mouse subcutaneous connective tissue. Further studies will be needed to determine whether these connective-tissue responses are related to therapeutic effects.

INTRODUCTION

Acupuncture is performed clinically using a wide variety of treatment styles and techniques. In some cases, acupuncture needles are simply inserted and left undisturbed in the tissue for a certain amount of time, then removed. In other instances, needle insertion is followed by manipulation, usually consisting of a combination of rotational and pistoning movements. The most common form of rotational needle manipulation is bidirectional (back-and-forth) rotation, which is performed at varying speeds and amplitudes depending upon the clinical situation. Indeed, an important part of an acupuncturist’s skill is to choose an appropriate type and “dose” of needle manipulation to match the patient’s clinical presentation.

Little information is currently available on dose-related effects of needle manipulation, mainly because performing controlled studies using reproducible needle movements is difficult when the needle is manipulated manually. In previous studies, we have begun to address this issue by developing robotic needling methods allowing controlled acupuncture needling in humans and animals.¹–³ We showed that, in mouse subcutaneous tissue explants, acupuncture needle rotation (unidirectional) causes winding and gather-
ing of collagen around the needle. Within minutes of needle rotation, this pulling of collagen toward the needle induces an active cellular response in connective tissue fibroblasts up to several centimeters away from the needle. This cellular response consisted of an active cytoskeletal reorganization involving cell spreading that was measurable as an increase in mean fibroblast cell body-cross-sectional area. This effect required actomyosin contractility as well as Rho and Rac, two signaling molecules known to be involved in cytoskeletal regulation. Extensive evidence from cultured cell models has shown that cell shape and cytoskeletal remodeling are key components of mechanotransduction responses linking the cell’s mechanical environment to fundamental events such as gene transcription, production of the extracellular matrix, and cell-adhesion dynamics. Mechanical stimulation of fibroblasts during acupuncture-needle manipulation therefore may have important, extensive and lasting effects on connective tissue.

In our previous experiments using unidirectional needle rotation, 2 needle revolutions produced cell-spreading effects similar to those of uniaxially stretching the tissue to a load of 1.96 mN (2 g). Greater amounts of rotation, however, produced less cell spreading. This nonmonotonic response pattern was reminiscent of previously described effects of mechanical stimulation in bone in which maximal responses occurred within specific stimulus “windows.”

The goal of the current study was to determine whether bidirectional needling shows a similar ability to stimulate connective tissue fibroblast remodeling as does unidirectional needling. This would have important clinical implications since bidirectional needling is a much more commonly used in acupuncture practice. We have used robotic acupuncture needling to examine the effect of varying amounts of bidirectional needle rotation on mouse connective tissue fibroblast morphology ex vivo. We hypothesized that both the rotation cycle amplitude and the number of rotation cycles influence the fibroblast cross-sectional area 30 minutes after needle manipulation.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Experimental protocols were approved by the University of Vermont (Burlington, VT) Institutional Care and Use Committee. Eighteen C57Black-6 mice (19–24 g) were randomized to varying amounts of bidirectional rotation cycles (8–64) and rotation cycle amplitude (180°–720°). Three (3) mice were assigned to each condition. Rotation conditions are summarized in Figure 1. Total clockwise rotation degrees was defined as the rotation-cycle amplitude (number of clockwise revolutions per cycle × 360°) multiplied by the number of rotation cycles. Each rotation cycle contained equal amounts of clockwise and counterclockwise rotations. These rotation variables were chosen to represent a range of rotation conditions consistent with acupuncture practice. Two general groups of conditions were studied: (1) either varying the number of rotation cycles (i.e., increasingly large numbers of small rotations) or (2) the rotation cycle amplitude (i.e., small numbers of increasingly large rotations).

Mice were sacrificed via decapitation. Immediately after death an 8-cm × 3-cm tissue flap containing dermis, subcutaneous muscle, and subcutaneous tissue was excised from the back of each mouse. The tissue flap was placed transversely in grips and immersed in an incubation bath containing physiologic saline solution (HEPES-PSS), pH 7.4 at 37°C, containing (mM): NaCl 141.8, KCl 4.7; MgSO₄ 1.7; EDTA 0.39; CaCl₂ 2.8; HEPES 10; KH₂PO₄ 1.2; and glucose 5.0. The tissue grips were placed vertically in a holder with the proximal grip connected to a 500 g (4.9 N) capacity load cell. The tissue was elongated at a rate of 1 mm/second by advancing a micrometer connected to the distal tissue grip until a preload of 0.3 g (2.9 mN) was applied. The preload was held for 1 minute, after which the tissue was elongated at a rate of 1 mm/second until a maximum load was reached and the tissue failed. The length of the tissue was measured after failure, and the maximum load was calculated as force per cross-sectional area.

**FIG. 1.** Summary of needle-rotation parameters. Total clockwise rotation degrees are calculated based on rotation-cycle amplitude (number of clockwise revolutions per cycle × 360°) and number of rotation cycles. Horizontal and vertical boxes indicate experimental conditions testing the effect of varying numbers of rotation cycles and rotation-cycle amplitude, respectively.
achieved. The tissue length was fixed at this length by attaching a pair of stabilization bars, maintaining a fixed distance between proximal and distal grips. Tissue and grips were then dissected from the load cell, removed from the bath, and placed under a dissecting microscope. An acupuncture needle (Seirin, Japan, 0.25-mm diameter and 50 mm-length) was inserted through the middle of the subcutaneous tissue parallel to the dermis. Extreme care was used during this procedure to insert the needle without pulling on the tissue. The tissue and grips were then placed back into the incubation bath at 37°C. The needling instrument motor and needle grip were attached to the needle, and the needling instrument was placed into a clamp to maintain the needle in a fixed vertical position during rotation.

The needle was then rotated with a varying number of bidirectional needle revolutions at a constant speed (1 rev/second) and acceleration of 3 revs/sec². After needle rotation, the motor was disconnected from the needle and the tissue was incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C. The tissue was then immersion fixed in 95% ethanol for 1 hour, after which the needle was removed from the tissue which was then rinsed overnight in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).

Histochemical staining

Texas Red-conjugated phalloidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) (a specific stain for polymerized actin) was used to visualize subcutaneous tissue fibroblasts with confocal microscopy as previously described. Following an overnight rinse in PBS, three subcutaneous tissue samples (each 10 mm × 10 mm) were dissected from the tissue flap. Each subcutaneous tissue sample was placed flat on a glass slide. The sample that had included the needle was labeled “medial,” and the other samples were labeled “lateral right” and “lateral left,” respectively. The slides were stained with Texas Red conjugated phalloidin (4U/mL; Molecular Probes, Eugene OR) for 40 minutes at 4°C then counterstained for 2 minutes with Sytox Green (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) nucleic acid stain or 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, dihydrochloride (DAPI; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) nucleic-acid stain at a dilution of 1:1000 for 5 minutes, both at room temperature (RT). The samples were overlaid with glass coverslips using 50% glycerol in PBS with 1% N-propylgallate as a mounting medium.

Confocal scanning laser microscopy and morphometric analysis

Histochemically stained subcutaneous tissue samples were imaged with a Bio-Rad MRC 1024 confocal microscope (Bio-Rad Microsciences, Hercules, CA) using a 60× oil immersion lens (N.A. 1.4) and a 568-nm laser excitation and an iris aperture of 2.7. Each sample was divided longitudinally into three roughly equal-sized areas. In each sample, one field was imaged in the center of each of these three areas for a total of nine fields per animal. Fields were chosen at low power by an individual who was blinded to the study variable (number of revolutions). Because the needle track was not always visible on the tissue slides (especially in the samples with little or no rotation), imaged fields were located in the center of each area without regard for needle position.

For each field, a stack of 20 (313 μm × 313 μm) images was acquired at a 1 μm inter-image interval. Image stacks were imported into the analysis software package Meta-Morph (version 6.0; Universal Imaging Corporation, Downingtown, PA) for morphometric analysis. In each stack, all cells that were in focus in the 10th optical section (middle of stack) were measured. A cell was excluded if part of its cell body perimeter was outside the image. Cells were not identified as either fibroblasts or nonfibroblasts. Instead, all cells were measured, with the assumption that fibroblasts are the overwhelmingly predominant cell population in this tissue. For each cell, a wire frame of cell-body perimeter was constructed. Cell-body perimeter was defined as the outline of the cell’s cytoplasm projected in the plane of the image excluding cell processes. A cell process was defined as an extension of a cell’s cytoplasm longer than 2 μm and less than 2 μm in width at any portion of its length. Processes were identified in-plane and out-of-plane by following each one through successive optical sections within the image stack. Cell-body cross-sectional area was calculated as the area delimited by the cell-body perimeter projected onto the image plane.

Statistical methods

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare mean cell-body cross-sectional area across treatment conditions. Pairwise comparisons among means were based on Fisher’s least significant difference procedure. Statistical significance was determined based on α = 0.05. Analyses were performed using SAS statistical software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

RESULTS

Bidirectional needle rotation had a significant overall effect on fibroblast cell-body cross-sectional area (ANOVA, $p < 0.001$). Fibroblasts responded nonmonotonically to both increasing rotation-cycle amplitude and increasing numbers of rotation cycles (Fig. 2). When the rotation cycle amplitude was kept constant (180°) and the number of cycles varied from 8 to 64 (Fig. 2, square symbols), fibroblast cross-sectional area peaked with 5760 total clockwise rotation degrees (32 cycles). In contrast, when the number of cycles was kept constant (8) and cycle amplitude varied from 180°
to 720° (Fig. 2, closed symbols), fibroblast cross-sectional area peaked with 2880 total rotation degrees (360° cycle amplitude). Thus, fewer total rotation degrees were necessary to induce cell spreading when the cycle amplitude was increased, compared with increasing the number of cycles. Increasing the cycle amplitude also produced a narrower response window compared with increasing the number of cycles. When the cycle amplitude was increased beyond the peak response (i.e., from 360° to 720°), cells became much smaller. In contrast, when the number of rotation cycles was increased beyond the peak response (i.e., from 32 to 64), cells remained quite large. Interestingly, 5760 total rotation degrees produced both the smallest and the largest cells, depending upon the way that the rotation was administered.

**DISCUSSION**

Peak responses to bidirectional acupuncture needle rotation (8 cycles of 360° amplitude and 32 cycles of 180° amplitude) yielded fibroblast morphologies similar to those previously reported with both unidirectional needle rotation and simple tissue stretch, namely, large flat cells with lamellipodia extending in multiple directions in the tissue plane but no distinct stress fibers (Fig. 3 B,C). In contrast, fibroblasts exposed to less needle rotation (8 cycles of 180° amplitude) had smaller cell bodies with more compact actin cytoskeletal structures (Fig. 3A). Together with our previous study, these results show that both unidirectional and bidirectional acupuncture needle rotation can induce an active cytoskeletal response in mouse subcutaneous tissue fibroblasts. Another similarity between unidirectional and bidirectional acupuncture needle rotation was the strikingly nonmonotonic cellular response. In other words, maximal cellular responses were not simply the result of increasing the amount...
of needle rotation but rather were produced by specific combinations of cycle amplitude and cycle number (Fig. 4). Our previously proposed model for the effect of needle manipulation holds that elements of connective tissue adhere, at least weakly, to the inserted needle and, when the needle is rotated, the tissue is drawn around with it. After a small amount of rotation, the connective tissue tightens and effectively becomes “locked” to the needle. Further rotation causes large amounts of connective tissue to wind around the needle forming a whorl and presumably delivering a strong mechanical stimulation to the tissue. This model is conceptually straightforward when the direction of the needle rotation is in one direction only (unidirectional). It is less immediately clear what happens during bidirectional needling when the needle is rotated a small amount in one direction and then rotated the same amount in the opposite direction. A simple interpretation of the model might suggest that no net effect would be achieved because an equal amount of winding and unwinding occurs. Previous experimental evidence, however, suggests that winding is not entirely reversed by subsequent unwinding. Repeated bidirectional winding/unwinding cycles in humans caused an incremental increase in the peak torques achieved during each cycle. This previous work using bidirectional needling focused on mechanical outcome measures (needle force and torque).

FIG. 4. Summary diagram relating the findings of this study to our previous study of unidirectional acupuncture needle rotation. Dashed box corresponds to unidirectional rotation. With both unidirectional and bidirectional rotation, fibroblast cross-sectional area increased within specific response windows (insets). Data for unidirectional rotation were published previously (see ref. 5)
The results of this study support this mechanism further, although it cannot be ruled out at this time that the active cellular response of fibroblasts may have been the result of cyclical tissue stretching (with no torque buildup) rather than progressive tissue winding. Because our current needling system did not allow for measurement of torque in the range of those produced in this study, further experiments using more sensitive torque sensors and comparing bidirectional rotation with cyclical tissue stretch will be needed to address this question.

Regardless of whether fibroblast spreading is caused by torque buildup or cyclical tissue stretch, the findings of this study demonstrate that subtle differences in needle-manipulation techniques can affect cellular responses differentially within connective tissue. It is, however, important to emphasize that, at this time, there is no known link between the connective-tissue response to needling and the response of the whole patient to acupuncture (i.e., clinical improvement). Possible mechanisms leading to therapeutic effects include changes in matrix composition and biomechanical properties leading to modulation of sensory afferent input from connective tissue. Further studies will be needed to examine these potential responses to acupuncture needling ex vivo and in vivo.

CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that, in mouse subcutaneous tissue ex vivo, bidirectional acupuncture needle rotation produced an active cytoskeletal response that was dose-dependent with respect to rotation cycle number and cycle amplitude. Future work will examine the relationship of this connective tissue response to that of other physiologic systems (e.g., nervous system) and to therapeutic effects.
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